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Introduction

*Credit to Short-cut Learning [Nature Machine Intelligence, 2020]

❑ Quick Preview

◆ Deep neural networks (DNNs) usually fail to generalize well to outside of distribution (OOD) data, due to the

inherent short-cut learning phenomenon.
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Introduction

*Credit to DANCE [NeurIPS-20]; + L2D [ICCV-21] 

❑ Quick Preview

◆ Domain generalization (DG), especially single domain generalization (single-DG) has become a promising

technique to address the Out-of-distribution (OOD) issue of DNNs.

◆ Existing single-DG methods commonly devise various data-augmentation algorithms, typically being only

applicable to one single modality (e.g., image).

* + 
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Introduction

❑ Quick Preview

◆ Existing single-DG methods commonly devise various data-augmentation algorithms, typically being only

applicable to one single modality (e.g., image).

◆ In this paper, we target a versatile Modality-Agnostic Debiasing (MAD) framework for single-DG.
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Methodology

❑ Modality-Agnostic Debiasing (MAD)

◆ Two-branch framework: Biased-branch aims to identify domain-specific features with the Cooperation CE Loss.

◆ Two-stage learning mechanism: With the information from biased-branch, the general branch is encouraged to learn

domain-generalized features.
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❑ Multi-head Biased-branch

◆ Multi-head design: The weights of vanilla trained classifier can be considered as an indicator of domain-specific

features, due to the inherent short-cut learning symptom. There commonly exist multiple factors that contribute to

domain-specific features, e.g., background contexts, texture of objects, or other high-frequency patterns.

◆ Cooperation Cross-Entropy Loss: Domain-specific features do not represent truly domain-generalized semantics.

Thereby, we do not enforce all heads of the biased-branch to correctly predict each sample. Instead, we only need one

of them to accurately identify it.

Methodology
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❑ Single-head General-branch

◆ Learning to debias: We introduce a general-branch to capture those domain-generalized features with the guidance

from the biased-branch.

◆ Two-stage learning mechanism: An intuitive solution is to directly enforce orthogonality between the biased-branch

and the general-branch. However, since the biased-branch lacks knowledge of domain-specific features at the

beginning. There is no guarantee that general-branch will pay more attention to those domain-generalized. We

introduce a two-stage learning mechanism.

Methodology
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Experiments

❑ Setup

◆ Datasets: Amazon Reviews (1D texts), PACS (2D images), VLCS (2D images), PointDA-10 (3D points);

GTA-5 → Cityscapes (2D semantic segmentation).

◆ Baselines: ERM, AugMix, pAdaIN, Mixstyle, DSU, ACVC.



Experiments

Single-DG results on 1D texts (Amazon-Review dataset). Single-DG results on 2D images (PACS dataset).

❑ Results

◆ Recognition on 1D Texts, and 2D Images.



Experiments

❑ Results

◆ Recognition on 2D Images, and 3D Point Clouds

Single-DG results on 3D point cloud (PointDA-10 dataset).Single-DG results on 2D images (VLCS dataset).



Experiments

❑ Results

◆ Semantic Segmentation on 2D Images



Experiments

❑ Ablation Study and Hyper-parameter Analysis

◆ Both the multi-head classifier design for biased-branch and two-stage learning mechanism are effective.

◆ MAD is not sensitive to hyper-parameter selection.



Experiments

❑ Qualitative Analysis

◆ MAD indeed encourages the general-branch to pay more attention to those domain-generalized features.
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Conclusion

❑ Conclusion

➢ Different from existing methods that introduce modality-specific data augmentation techniques, we

propose a general and versatile modality-agnostic debiasing (MAD) framework for single-DG.

➢ We have devised a novel two-branch classifier, where a biased-branch is responsible for identifying

those domain-specific (superficial) features, while the general-branch is encouraged to focus more on

those domain-generalized (semantic) features.

➢ MAD is appealing in view that it can be seamlessly incorporated into existing methods.

➢ MAD does not increase the computational cost. It discards the biased-branch and only employs the

feature extractor plus general-branch during inference.



Thanks for you watching!

➢ If you have any further question or require any further information, please feel free to contact me.

Email: 2011444@tongji.edu.cn

➢ Ad: We have published a paper on universal domain adaptation titled “Upcycling Models under Domain

and Category Shift” in CVPR-2023.

mailto:2011444@tongji.edu.cn

